
DECISION 2017 NSUARB 28 
M07792

NOVA SCOTIA UTILITY AND REVIEW BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF THE INSURANCE ACT

- and -

IN THE MATTER OF AN APPLICATION by AVIVA GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY
for approval to modify its rates and risk-classification system for miscellaneous vehicles

BEFORE: Murray E. Doehler, CPA, CA, P.Eng., Member

APPLICANT: AVIVA GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY

FINAL SUBMISSIONS: February 1, 2017

DECISION DATE: March 3, 2017

DECISION: Application is approved.
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I INTRODUCTION

[1] Aviva General Insurance Company (“Genco” or “Company”) filed supporting 

documents and materials (“Application”) with the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board 

(“Board”) for approval to modify its rates and risk-classification system for miscellaneous 

vehicles. The Application, dated December 14, 2016, was filed electronically on 

December 15, 2016, and the original documents were received on December 16, 2016.

[2] Aviva Canada lnc.(“Aviva”) acquired the business of RBC General 

Insurance Company (“RBC”) and refers to the business as Genco. In order to streamline 

the acquisition and to take advantage of some more sophisticated rated methods used 

within the Aviva Group (including Elite Insurance Company - “Elite”), Genco proposes to 

move the insurance contracts of miscellaneous vehicles to a hybrid of the current Genco 

rating system and various Aviva platforms.

[3] Information Requests (“IRs”) were sent to the Company on January 5,2017, 

and responses were received on January 16, 2017.

[4] As a result of a review by Board staff, a staff report dated January 31,2017, 

(“Staff Report”), was prepared. The Staff Report was provided to the Company for review 

on the same date. The Company responded on February 1,2017, indicating that it had 

reviewed the Staff Report and had no comments.

[5] The Board did not deem it necessary to hold an oral hearing on the 

Application.
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II ISSUE

[6] The issue in this Application is whether the proposed rates and changes to 

the risk-classification system are just and reasonable and in compliance with the 

Insurance Act (“Act) and its Regulations.

III ANALYSIS

[7] The Company sought approval to change its rates and its risk-classification 

system for miscellaneous vehicles. The Application was made in accordance with the 

Board’s Rate Filing Requirements for Automobile Insurance - Section 155G Prior 

Approval (“Rate Filing Requirements"). Genco became subject to RBC’s mandatory filing 

date of October 1,2018.

[8] The proposed effective dates are July 1, 2017, for new business and 

September 1,2017, for renewal business.

Rate Level Changes

[9] Genco is proposing to make changes to its current rates and risk- 

classification systems for miscellaneous vehicles. As noted, Genco is looking to adopt 

the Aviva or Elite rates and risk-classification with some adjustments to reflect some 

elements of the current Genco risk-classification systems. Where the Genco approach is 

used, the rationale is typically to avoid additional dislocation that would occur if the Aviva 

approach were fully adopted and the impact off-balanced. In some circumstances, the 

changes are proposed to recognize current rating practices.
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[10] The current and proposed average premium changes, by vehicle category, 

vary widely from a large decrease to a large increase. The Board notes that the total 

premiums, as well as the number of exposures, are small. Genco provided comparisons 

of the current and proposed average premiums for each vehicle to the average premium 

that would apply if the most recently approved IAO Actuarial Consulting Services Inc. 

(“IAO”) rates were used. The analysis of the proposed changes is done by each type of 

vehicle.

Premium Dislocation Cap

[11] While in a concurrent private passenger application, Genco proposes to 

impose a premium dislocation cap, no cap will apply for miscellaneous vehicles. The 

Company explains that decision:

We feel that it is beneficial to the customer to receive the full increases/decreases at the 
next renewal rather than having to experience increases over multiple terms (should they 
be capped under a hypothetical cap). ...

[IR-1, Questions MC3, OR2, SV2 and TR2]

[12] For motorhomes Genco explains that, while one may infer from the 

dislocation table that the increases are drastic, such as increases of 20% or more, the 

actual cost is no more than a $10 increase.

[13] The Board accepts that the proposal to not include a cap is appropriate in 

the circumstances
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Motorcycles

[14] Elite is the key writer of motorcycles for the Group. Given the sophistication 

of this rating structure, Genco proposes to adopt the Elite motorcycle rates, with only a 

few minor changes.

[15] The Elite rates were approved by the Board in its decision [2016 NSUARB 

84]. Given this recent approval, it seems appropriate for Genco to use these rates for its 

motorcycle exposures.

[16] Genco will continue to use the RBC years licensed bands, which are 

different than those used by Elite, although the differentials assigned will result in the 

same rates. The structure is being continued to help Genco monitor its experience with 

the more sophisticated bands to see if future changes are warranted.

[17] Genco provided a comparison of the current and proposed average 

premium with those for the industry and those if the contracts had been rated using IAO 

rates. The comparison was done separately for each coverage. The results show that 

the proposed average premiums are lower than either IAO or the industry for all 

coverages except for the IAO Comprehensive value. The IAO value for this coverage is 

well below both the industry and the proposed rates.

[18] The rating algorithm will be modified from that used by Elite to move the 

rounding after all calculations have been completed rather than rounding at each step.

[19] Board staff support, and the Board approves, the proposed rates and risk- 

classification system for motorcycles, as filed.
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Motorhomes

[20] Genco proposes to adopt the rates and risk-classification system used by 

Elite with a few minor modifications. The Elite rates were approved by the Board in early 

2015. Given those rates have Board approval, their use to rate the small number of 

Genco insured vehicles seems reasonable.

[21] The change will remove the current Years Licensed Surcharge. Also, the 

current Combined Policy discount and Multi-Type discount offered by Genco will be 

essentially replaced by Elite’s Motorhome & Car/Home discount. The adoption of the 

Elite discounts/surcharges will result in the continuation of all other current Genco 

discounts/surcharges, but at the Elite levels.

[22] Genco also compared its current and proposed average premium to what it 

would be if the contracts were rerated using the current IAO rates. The proposed 

premiums tend to be higher than those under the IAO rates. When asked, Genco 

responded:

The average IAO premium and proposed average premium are both calculated based on 
the current RBC Motorhome book where majority of the risks are low in value. And rerating 
the book with Elite’s rates, which has far greater proportion of high valued vehicles and 
thus higher rates, we see higher average premiums. Furthermore, the total count of RBC’s 
book is 72, which skews the average premium.

[IR-1, Question MH9]

[23] Those differences, in these circumstances, are acceptable to Board staff. 

Given the Elite rates have been vetted and approved, it does not seem reasonable to 

force a change that would be in the direction of the IAO rates.

[24] The rating algorithm will be modified from that used by Elite to move the 

rounding after all calculations have been completed rather than rounding at each step.
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[25] Genco proposes to add a number of rating variables to its algorithm; 

however, the differentials will be set to 1.000 so that they have no impact. These variables 

include Years of Experience, Vehicle Type, Vehicle Age, Length of Vehicle and Annual 

Mileage. Genco explains that it intends, in the future, to introduce these variables to all 

motorhome insurance contracts (including Elite) across the country. By introducing them 

now, with no impact (i.e. differentials all set to one), the Company can collect information.

[26] While these variables are included in the proposal, and currently do not 

appear to violate the Regulations, the Board notes that any attempts to change the 

differentials in the future will have to be justified in a full filing and will not simply viewed 

as being a change in the level of the differentials. The Board is not approving the use of 

the rating variables, but acknowledges their use in collecting information.

[27] The Board approves the proposed changes to the rates and risk- 

classification system for motorhomes, as filed.

Off-Road or All-Terrain Vehicles

[28] Genco proposes to adopt the current rates and rating structure for Aviva.

[29] The proposal establishes different levels for some of the discounts and 

surcharges than presently offered by Genco. It also changes the assignment of rate 

groups from actual cash value to manufacturer’s list price, new, as Aviva currently uses.

[30] Driving record definitions will also change to align with Aviva and its related 

companies. Rather than having Driving Record 3 and Other, Genco will use Driving 

Records 3, 2, 1, and 0. The differentials used will be the Aviva differentials.
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[31] The rating algorithm will be modified from that used by Aviva to move the 

rounding after all calculations have been completed rather than rounding at each step.

[32] The IAO comparison provided in the Application suggests that while there 

are some differences among coverages, the overall average premium proposed is well 

below the IAO level.

[33] Board staff support, and the Board approves, all of the proposed changes, 

as filed.

Motorized Snow Vehicles

[34] Genco has taken a similar approach to these vehicles as it did with Off

Road vehicles; that is, Genco proposes to adopt the current Aviva rates and rating 

structure for motorized snow vehicles.

[35] The proposal establishes different levels for some of the discounts and 

surcharges than currently offered by Genco. Driving record definitions will also change 

to align with Aviva and its related companies in the same manner as off-road vehicles.

[36] Genco will add a new band (rate group 25) to its rate group table for vehicles 

with a new list price in the range of $40,001 to $42,500. The use of manufacturer’s list 

price, new, to assign rate groups for snow vehicles, unlike off-road vehicles, is not a 

change.

[37] The IAO comparison provided in the Application shows that, while the 

current average premium for Bodily Injury is close to the IAO average premium, the 

proposed total average premium is well below the IAO level. Several other coverages
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exhibit a similar result. When asked specifically about the Bodily Injury relationship, 

Genco replied:

We believe that it is in the best interest of the customer to offer Aviva premiums as Aviva 
General Insurance Company (Formerly RBC) has historically had very low volume 
compared to Aviva. Aviva has roughly 14 times the number of Snow vehicles and therefore 
we have more confidence in the Aviva rates. As well, Aviva General Insurance Company 
(Formerly RBC) have not incurred any Snow Vehicle Bl losses since 2011.

[IR-1, Question SV3]

[38] While Genco proposes to lower its rates to produce an average premium 

below IAO rates, the Company is not concerned about the impact, especially given some 

very good experience it has had, for these vehicles.

[39] The rating algorithm will be modified from the Aviva algorithm to move the 

rounding after all calculations have been completed rather than rounding at each step.

[40] The Board approves all of the proposed changes for motorized snow 

vehicles, as filed

Utility Trailers

[41 ] Genco proposes to adopt the rates and rating structure for utility trailers that

is currently offered by Aviva.

[42] The table used to assign rating groups to trailers with the manufacturer’s list 

price new, is now revised, and expanded, to allow for higher priced trailers to be rated. 

The associated differentials will also change as a result of the adoption of the Aviva table.

[43] Through the IR process, a problem was discovered in the determination of 

Specified Perils average premiums. The original Application showed a very large 

increase in the Specified Perils average premium, under the proposal. After the
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of the error, the change dropped to a nominal increase. The new result is more in line 

with the IAO average premium.

[44] Board staff state that the remaining IAO comparisons are reasonable.

[45] The Board approves the proposed changes to utility trailers, as filed.

Rate Manual Review

[46] Board staff have reviewed the Rate Manual on file and found no instances 

where the Company is in violation of the Regulations. The Company proposed no 

changes to its Rate Manual other than those necessary to effect the changes noted in 

this Decision.

IV FINDINGS

[47] The Board finds that the Application complies with the Act and Regulations, 

as well as the Rate Filing Requirements.

[48] The financial information submitted by the Company satisfies the Board, 

pursuant to Section 1551(1 )(c) of the Act, that the proposed changes are unlikely to impair 

the solvency of the Company.

[49] The Board finds the proposed rates are just and reasonable.

[50] The Application qualifies to reset the new mandatory filing date for 

miscellaneous vehicles for the Company. The Board resets the mandatory filing date to 

December 1,2019.

[51] The Board approves the effective dates of July 1, 2017, for new business 

and September 1,2017, for renewal business.
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[52] The Company is required to file an electronic version of its updated Rate 

Manual within 30 days of the issuance of the Order in this matter.

[53] An Order will issue accordingly.

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this 3rd day of March, 2017.

Murray E. Doehler
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